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Help our hedgerows
England’s iconic hedgerows are home to some of our most vulnerable wildlife. We need to protect them.

Help our hedgerows
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The dawn chorus – all you need to know about nature’s big show The arrival of spring sees the peak of one of the UK’s great nature experiences – the dawn chorus. But why does it happe...
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Which birds return first in Spring? It’s happening. Spring is actually happening. We know because we are beginning to see grown men and women in shorts. But...
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The Bird OscarsAward season is in full swing, and it has come to our attention that it's been a high-flying year for films that have a ...












Quick links
	Search for a species
	Find a reserve
	Visit RSPB community
	If you've found an injured bird
	Visit the RSPB shop






Become an RSPB member
Help to restore, protect and care for the places our wildlife call home. Get closer to the nature you care about at over 170 RSPB reserves. By joining, you'll help us protect wildlife for generations to come.  Become a member today and be part of the RSPB.
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Population of UK’s tallest bird hits record-breaking highMore than 250 Cranes now grace the UK’s wetlands, the highest level since these elegant birds were lost from these lands...
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Big news for seabirds as campaign to close the English North Sea and Scottish waters to sandeel fishing succeedsPuffins, Kittiwakes, Razorbills and other threatened seabirds have been thrown a lifeline, after decades of campaigning ...
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Ratty the Water Vole returns to Cumbria’s riverbanksMuch adored, especially thanks to the lovable Water Vole, Ratty, in Wind in the Willows, these furry, whiskered mammals ...












Ways you can help nature this spring
Get involved and help us save nature. Try your hand at attracting butterflies and Slow Worms to your garden, or create a watery wonderland for frogs, newts and toads.
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Gardening for butterfliesAttracting butterflies to your garden is easy when you know how. 












How to make a wildlife pond Whether it's a mini-pond in an old washing up bowl or a watery wonderland for frogs and toads at the...











How to attract Slow-worms and other reptiles Create a safe hotspot for Slow-worms and lizards to stay warm.












Find a day out
Whether you’re looking to spot a species, want some family time or just want a little peace and tranquility, our locations have it all. 
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Old Moor Cafe
Dearne Valley – Old Moor
 Barnsley and Rotherham Head to the trails to explore lands, skies and open water that teem with life. Pop into the hides for fantastic views, and let little ones get stuck in at our family activity zones. 
Reserve of the month
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Partnering with
 The RSPB is a member of BirdLife International.More
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